Improve Your Information Security and Your Security Scorecard

Agencies are finding an immense challenge in ensuring their information systems are secure and that they achieve high scores on federally mandated computer security report cards.

Achieving compliance with the array of federal information security regulations such as the Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA) and the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), can be a daunting task. Also, agencies must continually assess and improve their security solutions to keep up with new threats and evolving requirements of regulations like FISMA.

Valador can help agencies improve their information security solutions and thus improve on their FISMA scores. We offer experienced support for your information security planning, preparation, execution, and reporting – from planning your security program to assessing weaknesses and tracking remediation of those weaknesses.

Valador’s expert staff can help you with your enterprise-wide information security challenges, such as:

♦ Developing a Comprehensive Security Program
♦ Defining Policies, Plans, and Procedures
♦ Analyzing Regulatory and Standards Requirements
♦ Assessing Architecture and Organization Effectiveness
♦ Evaluating Technologies for Security Solutions
♦ Defining and Executing Effective Security Operations
Valador, Inc. – Information Architects
Valador is an information architect whose mission is to protect and develop our Nation’s technological and strategic information assets. As an award-winning, Verified Service-Disabled Veteran-Owned Small Business, Valador has a strong history of responsive Information Assurance support for federal agencies such as the Defense Threat Reduction Agency, Department of Veterans Affairs, US Secret Service, and Department of Homeland Security. Our IA and Security Engineering services include:

♦ Security Program Planning including Policy and Procedure Definition
♦ Certification and Accreditation
♦ Security Compliance Evaluation
♦ Risk Analysis, Vulnerability Assessment, and Penetration Testing
♦ Intrusion Detection and Resolution
♦ Incident Management and Response
♦ Security Architecture Design and Integration
♦ Technology Analysis, Test, and Validation
♦ Security Operations Effectiveness Analysis

Valador R&D in Information Security Tools
To enhance our services, Valador aggressively invests in the development of tools to add to our IA support toolkit, such as:

Valador IA Decision Support (VIADS ®) provides analyst, management and executive decision support through:

♦ Customizable trend alerting
♦ Automatic access to tailorable standard operating procedures
♦ Easily-accessible analyst tools, references, and Executive IA Dashboard

Valador CERT Model (VCERTM ™) is a discrete event simulation with Monte-Carlo processes that models CERT activities, enabling users to:

♦ Assess efficiency of CERT staffing and infrastructure alternatives
♦ Assess CERT operational effectiveness
♦ Link CERT costs to CERT performance
♦ Ascertaining the cost/benefit of using decision support tools

With our skilled IA professionals, effective tools, and superior processes, Valador offers award-winning support for your information security needs.

Contract Vehicles
- GSA FSS MOBIS: GS-10F-0182N
- GSA FSS Group 70 IT: GS-35F-135AA
- VA CEC: VA118-13-D-1000
- NASA MOSSIES BPA: NHH12CD13Z
- FAA eFAST MOA: DTFAWA10A-00107
- SeaPort-e: N00178-10-D6379
- USDA FSIS BPA: AG-3A94-B-09-0013
- VA T4 Program (Subcontract)
- IRS TIPSS 4 Small Business-MBOSS (Subcontract)
- DHS EAGLE (Subcontract)
- DISA ENCORE II (Subcontract)
- HHS COOP/DR BPA: (Subcontract)
- DTIC SNIM MAC Contract: (Subcontract)

NAICS Codes
- 541330, 541511, 541512, 541513, 541519, 541712, 541611, 611512
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560 Herndon Parkway, Suite 300
Herndon, Virginia  20170
Phone: 703.435.9155
Fax: 703.435.9655
Marketing: marketing@valador.com

ISO 20000 Certified
CMMI Level 3 Appraised